
chapter seven
my fans rule— 

and are really good artists, too



San Diego’s Comic-Con
International is my favorite convention to go to all 

year. It’s like the mothership calling me home. It’s 

filled with fans dressed up as their favorite charac-

ters, movie stars, smaller specialty stars and exclu-

sive set pieces flown or shipped in just for the 

convention.

It really is the one place where you can set free your 

inner nerd without any shame. You can dress up as 

Jar Jar Binks and fall in love with someone  else 

dressed as Silk Spectre . . .  and no one judges you. 

In fact, everyone embraces it. Yes, even Jar Jar!
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Nerd. Geek. Used to be if you self- identified that way, 

you’d get thrown into a locker and never have sex. Or 

worse, what ever that is (have you seen the size of those 

lockers???). But to me and more and more people I know, 

being a nerd or a geek means having passion, power, intel-

ligence. Being a nerd just means there is something in the 

world that you care deeply about— be it twelve- sided dice, 

a favorite sports team, your new laptop or Knight Rider. 

And I’ve always found geeks sexy. If you look back on all 

the guys I’ve dated (with the exception of a few douches 

 here and there) most of them are dorky- looking. But what 

I’ve always found attractive about these kinds of guys is 

their ability to be passionate about something (usually 

video games and Star Wars, in my experience) and not be 

ashamed of it. It’s really sexy to be around someone who 

knows how to tear apart a computer and put it back 

together— and loves doing it. Maybe I’m alone in this, but I 

don’t think so. Nerds are sexy.

And Comic- Con is nerd heaven. I love spending time 

with them, mingling and meeting— hell, I am one myself. 

One year at Comic- Con security threatened to shut down 

G4’s live show because so many fans had gathered near 

our stage and they wanted to avoid a fire hazard. But, I re-

ally wanted to spend time with the fans who just wanted a 

picture or an autograph. So, after the show, I spent five 

hours signing every magazine, picture, and T-shirt that the 
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fans wanted ink on.

I don’t get people who don’t get why I like spending 

time with the fans. I mean, why  wouldn’t I enjoy that? One 

of the most important things to me in my work is the fans. I 

know that without their support, I  wouldn’t have any of this. 

It might sound cheesy but it is so true.

Oh, and another great thing about nerds? Their artistic 

abilities and witty senses of humor. Seriously. My fans are 

really funny, clever and sarcastic. And often times they 

show it with their fan art— artistic tributes to my spazzy, 

superfun and, yes, nerdy existence. I’ve been lucky enough 

to accumulate a nice collection to share with you. So 

please enjoy a few examples of these marvelous creations.

Fork That!, by Laura Babcock  |  Rarely, if ever, have we seen such a perfect rendering of om nom nom.
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Devil Girl, by Isaac Richardson III  |  A throroughly meta examination 

of what it means to be human in the 21st century in super hot jeans.
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Excuse Me!, by Andy “Savory” Wilson  |  An exquisite study in realism.
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Freckles, by Chris Nelson  |  Haunting use of negative space.
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Munnyuns, by Kris Ayres  |  This is a poingant comment on 

hyper commercialism and of, oh fuck it … Funions! Yum!
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Munn Hope, by Josh Wilson  |  An interesting statement on 

presidential campaign art. And Wonder Woman.
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Snack Time, by CRXTHRASHER  |  Mmmmmm, pie.
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Unwound, by Emil Agarunov  |  An interesting statement on outmoded technologies. And hot cleavage.
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Red Hot Pooper, by Andre Walker  |  Excellently captures the subject in her 

natural habitat.
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Still Life with Top Hat and Giant Bunny, by Jeremy Natividad  |  A surrealist masterpiece. Plus: bunnies are cute.
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Liv Pen, #2, by Diego Nunez Castellanos 

Exquisite employment of crosshatching.
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Cosmo Munn, by Ben Precup  |  This vision of a paranoid, techno-future thrums with the anxiety of 

a world in which machines rule us and well-crafted underwire bras are essential to one’s survival.
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top right: Ownage, by Jeff Kim  |  A dynamic exploration of the real. Also: don’t fuck with me.

above: Floaterbot, by Mark van Olmen  Vividly captures the isolation of a modern existence and how, in 

the future, we will take our joysticks everywhere, even into the stomachs of our personal robot slaves.
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Zombie Munn, by Doug Circle  |  Reminiscent of classical baroque-period paintings, if classsical baroque-

period paintings featured more zombies and mysterious, dead girls bobbing in pools of blood.
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PiePhone, by Kris Ayres  |  Finally, an app we really want.



chapter fourteen
a gallery of great women



Some women achieve
remarkable greatness by soulfully stitching together the 

rough red, white and blue fabric that made up the very 

first American flag, thus bringing Old Glory herself into 

existence. Other women find greatness in the hot 

chamber of a .22- caliber rifle. Others marry into great-

ness and then play an integral part in the fight for civil 

rights for every human being on Earth. And some 

women assume the mantel of Empress of Rus sia be-

fore allegedly assuming the position in order to make 

great, sweet love to  horses. Some simply rock their 

great asses in electric blue short shorts adorned with 

glittering stars.

So while all of the great women portrayed  here in this 

Gallery of Great Women arrived at greatness by vastly 

different routes, they all helped pave the path before me. 

As a woman, I am always looking to other women for 

inspiration, courage and determination to help me 

achieve in what is still, in many ways, a man’s world. 

Several of the women pictured  here have inspired me in 

just that way, and I am not only talking about Wonder 

Woman, Princess Leia and Sailor Moon. The others are 

pretty cool, too. Please enjoy these stirring and heroic 

images of great women throughout history.



Betsy Ross, 1777



Annie Oakley, 1881



Wonder Twin, Jayna, 1995



Catherine the Great, 1762



Princess Leia, 1977



Eleanor Roosevelt, 1933



Wonder Woman, 1941



Sailor Moon, 1993



Pocahontas, 1615
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